Operational
Support
GLOBAL SERVICES

We provide tailored risk management strategies
and business aligned security solutions for your organization.

O U R CO M PA N Y

About us
TEDCAP is a strategic Risk & Security
Management ﬁrm that is built on 30 years of
experience managing business risks for
organizations, designing strategic security
solutions for their operations, and protecting
their executives in over 100 countries. Our global
alliances gives us the expertise, capability, and
tools to manage any of the risks your
organization might be facing.
Whether your organization is expanding to
regions with elevated risks proﬁle, going
through digital transformation, or are meeting
new regulatory environments, TEDCAP will
assist to create a risk aware and prepared
corporate community for efﬁcient response,
develop risk based security strategies that are
aligned with organizational goals and
objectives, establish a risk governance and
management structure, validate incident
response capabilities and plans, and to ensure
continuity of critical business process and
activities.

GLOBAL SERVICES

Operational Support
Complex business environments sometimes require “niche” type services that are not used on a day to
day basis. These type of services normally require a special knowledge, and demands constant updates
and frequent maintenance to stay current.
TEDCAP, through our strategic alliances and trusted international professional network, possesses the
capabilities and platforms needed to support organizations and their operations with these services.
We have been developing these resources and possibilities for years working with our trusted partners to
assure the level of conﬁdentiality, ethics, trust, and professionalism that the clients require for these type
of sensitive services.

TEDCAP provides the following services:
Technical Surveillance Counter Measures (TSCM)

Investigations - Whether you’ve had internal theft,

In today’s highly competitive business environment

accident, or a cyber attack, the importance of ﬁnding

industrial espionage is a concrete and growing threat.

the root cause of the problem is key to able ﬁx the

Competitors are looking for vulnerabilities and

problem and prevent it from happening again. We

advantages to gain trade secrets, key information,

conduct thorough examination processes in order to

contracts or market shares. TEDCAP works closely with

determine why an incident happened, who is

industry leaders to support clients with safeguarding their

responsible and what vulnerabilities created the

proprietary information and intellectual property.

context.

Crisis Communication and reputation management

Security Operations Center (SOC) - The cyber

Crisis can have a lasting effect on your organization’s

landscape today is evolving quicker than we can

social credit on the market and in society.

understand and control it. Monitoring and analyzing

Communication with clients, providers, authorities, law

your network 24/7 is an essential part of your overall

enforcement and your corporate community is key in

cybersecurity strategy to be able to respond in time to

order to mitigate the negative impact of a crisis, and have

protect your network should an attack occur.

a clear message regarding any possible reputational risks.
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